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Abstract 
Richey, M.B. and A.P. Punnen, Minimum perfect bipartite mats-Yngs and spanning trees under catego- 
rization, Discrete Applied Mathematics 39 (1992) 147-153. 
Network optimization problems under categorization arise when the edge set is partitioned into several 
sets and the objective function is optimized over each set in one sense, then among the sets in some other 
sense. Here we find that unlike some other problems under categorization, the minimum perfect bipar- 
tite matching and minimum spanning tree problems (under categorization) are NP-complete, even on 
bipartite outerplanar graphs. However for one objective function both problems can be solved in 
polynomial time on arbitrary graphs if the number of sets is fixed. 
1. Introduction 
In operations research and in graph-theoretic optimization, two types of objective 
functions have dominated the attention of researchers, namely optimization of the 
weighted sum of the variables and optimization of the most extreme value of the 
variables. Recently the following type of (minimization) objective function has 
appeared in the literature [1,6,7,14]: divide the variables into categories, find the 
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sum 0; &maximum of the values within each category , then find the maximum or 
sum, respectively, among the categories. 
Let G(V, E) be a graph with E partitioned into Sr, S,, . . . , S,,, and with each edge 
e having a weight w(e). Let DE E, as well as satisfying some other conditions (such 
as: D is a spanning tree). Note that p indicates the number of categories. Then the 
proposed objective functions can be expressed as follows. 
f(D)== f 
i=l 
[ 
Some other partitioning methods have been considered in [4,11]. 
Some of these problems, including lil;ear programming and certain facility 
location problems have been close enough to their more ordinary versions that they 
have remained solvable in polynomial time [6,7 with lo]. However in this paper it 
is shown that both the spanning tree and perfect bipartite matching problems are 
NP-complete on bipartite outerplanar graphs for both of the stated objectives. This 
is somewhr ., vurising since problems like facility location and linear programu:ing 
generally -us: CO+ l;dered to be harder than the minimum spanning tree problem. 
Furthermore ix*, c” outerplanar graphs are a subset of series-parallel graphs and 
since many problems can be solved in linear time on series-parallel graphs [e.g. 
3,12,13,15,16], it is noteworthy that the problems discussed herein are NP- 
complete on these graphs. Minimizing f(D) can be solved in polynomial time if the 
number of categories is fixed, but minimizing F(D) remains NP-complete. 
Section 2 contains the NP-completeness proofs for the spanning tree problems, 
and Section 3 for the perfect matching problems. In Section 4 it is shown how to 
minimize f(D) in polynomial time in both problems when p is fixed. 
2. The spanning tree problems 
Let TPr be the problem of finding a spanning tree for which the value of F(D) 
is 5 k (the decision version of the optimization problem which is needed for an NP- 
completeness proof) and let l’PZ be the same for f(D). TPI will be proved NP- 
complete by reduction from PARTITION, which is defined as follows. PARTITION 
was shown to be NP-complete in 191. 
Let al, a2, . . . , an be n positive integers, and let T= Cj aj. Does there exist 
a subset X OF { 1,2, . . ..n} such that CjEx aj= Cjax aj( z T/2)? 
Theorem 1. TF, is NP-complete on bipartite outerplanar graphs, even if p is fixed 
at p=2. 
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Proof. Given an instance of PARTITION, construct he graph for the instance of 
TPr as follows. For each integer ai, construct a path of two edges. For each path, 
place one of its edges in Sr , the other in S,, and give them weights of ai. Now 
create a hub vertex H. Attach each degree-l vertex to vertex H by an edge of weight 
zero and place the weight-0 edges into Sr . 
In order to connect he vertices not adjacent o H, any feasible spanning tree must 
use at least one ai-edge from each pair, as well as additional weight-0 edges. Hence 
the smallest possible value of F(D) occurs when exactly one ai-edge from each pair 
is used in the tree, and the C (ai’s in Si) = C (ai’s in S2) = T/2; which implies a 
solution to PARTITION as well. If the ai-edges cannot be assigned to S, and S2 in 
this way, then no solution to PARTITION exists Hence both problems will have 
the same answer when k = T/2. Since TP, is in NP, this completes the proof. Cl 
As for TP2, its proof is a reduction from VERTEX COViZR, which is defined as 
follows. VERTEX COVER was shown to be NP-complete in [9]. 
Given a graph, G(W, Z), does there exist W’, a subset of W, such that every 
edge in 2 is incident to at least one vertex in W’ and such that 1 W’ 1 I c? 
Theorem 2. TP2 is strongly NP-complete on bipartite outerplanar graphs. 
Proof. Given an instance of VERTEX COVER, construct the graph for TP2 as 
follows. Note that there will be one set Si in TPZ for each vertex i in M/, and there 
will be a member of Si for each edge in 2 incident to vertex i. 
For each edge (i,j) in 2, construct a path of two edges. For each path, place one 
of its edges in Si, the other in Si, and give them weights of 1. Now create a hub 
vertex H. Attach each degree-l vertex to vertex H by an edge of weight zero and 
place all of the weight-O edges into S,. 
In order to connect he vertices not adjacent o H, any spanning tree of the graph 
will contain at least one weight-l edge from each pair, as well as additional weight-O 
edges. Hence the weight-l edges cover the vertices not adjacent o H. f(D) does not 
count the weight-l edges, but instead counts the number of Si’s from which the 
weight-l edges were chosen for D. Since the Si correspond to the vertices in W and 
the vertices not adjacent o Hcorrespond to the edges in 2, f(D) will be 5 c precisely 
when there exists a vertex cover with 1 W’ 1 SC. Hence by letting k = c, and since 
TP2 is in NP, the reduction is complete. Cl 
3. The perfect bipartite matching problems 
Let MPr be the problem of finding a perfect bipartite matching for which the 
value of 7(D) is 2 k and let MP2 be the same for f(D). MP, will be proved NP- 
complete by reduction from PARTITION WITH DISJOINT PAIRS (PWDP), 
which is defined as follows. PWDP was shown to be NP-complete in [S, 91. 
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Given a set of pairs of integers (al, b,), (az, !I~), . . . , (tz,,, 6,), does there 
existasubsetXof(lJ,...,n)suchthat Ci~xai+Ciexbi=halfthesum 
of the input integers = T/2? 
Theorem 3. MPr is Nr .compIete for (bipartite) outerplanar graphs, even if p is 
fixed at p = 2. 
Proof. Given an instance of PWDP, construct the graph for MPt as follows. 
Create a 4-cycle Ci for each pair of values in the partition problem. Give two 
adjacent edges a weight of ai and the other two a weight of bi. Let St contain one 
ai-edge and its adjacent &-edge from each cycle, and let Sz contain all the other 
edges. 
In each 4-cycle, a perfect matching consists of either putting an ai-edge into S, 
and a &-edge into SZ, or the reverse. Since each weight from the partition problem 
is used exactly once in the matching, the matching partitions these values into those 
used (in D) by S1 and those used by SZ. Hence F(D) is minimized when St and SZ 
use edges whose weights each sum to T/2. Since MPI is in NP, the proof is com- 
plete. q 
If one prefers that G( 1’; E) be connected, edges can be added to the construction 
above. Since Corollary 5 requires a more specific set of added edges than this 
theorem, these edges will be described after the corollary. 
Like for TP2, MP$s proof is a reduction from VERTEX COVER. 
Theorem 4. MPz is strongly NP-complete for (bipartite) outerplanar graphs. 
Proof. Given an instance of VERTEX COVER, construct the graph for TP2 as 
follows. Note that there will be one set Si in MP2 for each vertex i in W, and there 
will be a member of Si for each edge in 2 incident to vertex i. 
For each edge (I, j) in 2, construct a 4-cycle. For each 4-cycle, place two adjacent 
edges into Si and ihe other two into S$. Give one S-edge and the adjacent +-edge 
a weight of 1, and the other two edges a weight of 0. 
The 4-cycle for each edge in 2 will be covered by including either the S-edge of 
weight 1 or the $-edge of weight 1 in the matching. f(D) counts the number of Si’S 
from which edges of weight 1 were chosen for D. Since the Si correspond to the 
vertices in Wand the 4-cycles correspond to the edges in Z, f (D) will be 5 c precisely 
when there exists a vertex cover with 1 W’/ s c. Hence by letting k = c, and since 
MP2 is in NP, the reduction is complete. 0 
The edges which should be added in order to make G( c/, E) connected will be 
presented following Corollary 6. 
For these perfect bipartite matching problems it makes sense to look at another 
type of categorization, namely one of the vertices rather than of the edges. If Vr 
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and V, induce the bipartition of c/, then for each je c/r let us require that all edges 
incident o j be contained in the same category. Then if the categories are machines, 
the vertices of Vz are tasks, and the w(e) are task execution times, MP, is a 
scheduling problem in which the completion time of the last machine to finish is to 
be minimized (11. Similarly if the vertices of I’r are machines available at various 
time periods, the categories are the time periods, and V, and w(e) are as above, 
then MP2 is an assembly line balancing problem [II. Call these versions of MP, 
and MP2, VP, and VP*, respectively. 
Corollary 5. VP, is NP-complete on outerplanar graphs, even if p is fixed at p = 2. 
Proof. The construction in Theorem 3 satisfies the category restrictions of VP1 if 
V, is chosen to be those vertices incident to two edges from the same Si. Cl 
If one prefers that G(V;E) be connected, connect a vertex in Ci n Vz to a vertex 
in C’+ 1 n V2 (j= 1, n - 1) by a path of two edges. Attach to the middle vertex of 
each path one additional vertex. Place the middle vertices into V, and the additional 
vertices into V,. All of the new edges receive weight 0. Then any perfect matching 
will include two edges from each 4-cycle, as before, plus the edges incident to the 
degree-l vertices. Hence the added edges and vertices have not invalidated the given 
proofs. 
Corollary 6. VP2 is strongly NP-complete on outerplanar graphs. 
Proof. The construction in Theorem 4 satisfies the category restrictions of VP2 if 
Vi is chosen to be those vertices incident to two edges from the same Si. q 
In order for G( P’, E) to be connected, add the same edges as were added to the 
graph following Corollary 5. 
4. Solvable cases for a fixed number of categories 
In spite of all of the negative results above, it turns out that TPz and MP2 (and 
hence VP2) can be solved in polynomial time on arbitrary graphs whenever the 
number of categories is fixed. The algorithms are so similar that they will be stated 
together. 
Let Di denote the set = (0) U the set of all distinct weights of edges in Si. Choose 
one element d: from each Di, 1 skp, to belong to the tth subset. Let r, = Ci d:, 
and order the rr such that rl I r2 I l *a I r,. Note that uc fli (1 + (SiJ)s(l + lEl/pf~ 
IEI”. Also, ul(l+ (El/p) “zG~~~‘, which is a tighter bound than JEJP when p is 
large. 
Let G, be the subgraph of G w th vertex set c/and edge set E, = ((j, k) E Si 1 w(j, k) S 
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di}. Then sequentially search the Gt from Gi toward G, until a Gt that contains a 
perfect matching is found. This matching and its value r, RX an optimal solution 
to i he optimization version of MPZ. Since an unweighted (any perfect matching is 
acceptable at this point) perfect bipartite matching can be found in 0(n2.5) time 
[2,8], the entire algorithm runs in 0( (E :Pn2-‘) time. Similarly, the first Gt that is 
connected provides the solution for TP2 in O(~E~)*O(~E~p)=O(lE]p+l). 
Sequential search over the r, is used in the algorithm above rather than binary 
search because binary search can fail. Although the di are monotone in that a 
larger C# provides at least as many edges as a smaller &, the r, are not necessarily 
monotone. This is because a 6, with a fairly large r, might be missing one key edge 
that is contained in another subgraph with a smaller r, because a particular, 
important d: was larger for the second subgraph than for the first. 
5. Summary 
One main point of this paper has been to show that unlike some other problems 
under categorization, the minimum perfect bipartite matching and spanning tree 
problems under categorization are NP-complete on quite sparse graphs, namely 
outerplanar graphs. This is somewhat surprising since problems like facility location 
and linear programming are generally considered to be harder than the minimum 
spanning tree problem, yet under categorization they are easier, polynomially 
solvable in fact [6,7 with lo]. 
Secondly, the problems which minimize f(D), the P,, are polynomially solvable 
for any fixed number of categories, whereas those which minimize F(D) are NP- 
complete when p= 2. Perhaps some sort of general statement can be made con- 
cerning the relative difficulty of minimizing these two functions. However one limit 
on what can be proved is that TPi for p= 1 and TP2 for p= (E I are both the 
ordinary minimum spanning tree problem and TPt for p = I E I and TP2 for E) = 1 
are both the ordinary minmax spanning tree problem, all of which are, of course, 
polynomially solvable. Perhaps if these extreme cases are omitted some interesting 
results can be found. 
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